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Standout Features: Clean, Accurate and Fast Workflow All of the pros and cons discussed in our review apply to Serato
Sample. It is very easy to use and you dont have to be a pro to figure out how to use it. Serato has always been known

for clean and easy-to-use production tools, and Sample is no exception. Everything in Samples interface is
preconfigured to be simple, intuitive, and fast. It includes: A radial knob for sample speed and pitch knobs for sample
offset. A channel pan that lets you control sample start time and end time. A parametric equalizer with 4 easy to use

bands to shape your sound. And finally,a master / auxiliary output that lets you place your samples in the master
output and route them straight to the DAW. Samples audio waveforms zoom out into the panels to let you easily

preview samples or control other parameters. It can easily process 16 samples at a time, but you need to know how to
trigger samples into the mixer. But theres one more feature that doesnt appear in many other samples plug-ins: any

track can be automatically triggered into the mixer and you can then navigate to any sample and control any
parameters. Because of Serato Project, you can do this without even triggering the sample by setting parameters with
the main mixer or by setting parameter values in plug-ins. For example, if you wanted to use a pro microkorg sample
you could quickly scroll through all of the samples and find the one you want by selecting it from the PYTHON section.
Then you could control the pitch and end time parameters and then start the sample by pressing the play button in

the main channel.
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I was given a free one-year
trial to work on this project,
and after one month I think I
will be completely satisfied
with Sample and the way it

works. It simply does a great
job of making sampling an
audio track into samples as

quick and easy as it could be.
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Beatmaker is a composer/ DJ
in one application. Its very

powerful, supports many file
types, contains many effects,
sample slicing, MIDI, you can
play any file format with loads

of audio formats, and MIDI
sequencer and soundfonts.

Theres also a built in
sequencer with 128 tracks,

which is good for playing with
different instruments in a
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single track and manipulating
their parameters. Its easy to

get lost in all the settings
within this DAW, its packed
with options and it will take
you a while to find the right

settings and to get more
organised. You can use the
step sequencer with each
track to create a beat and

then use that beat to create a
track. There are nice features
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like random sounds and tab
stops, which are good for

quickly creating a beat with a
full song. Lunatic Music Man is

a digital audio workstation
which supports MIDI and

audio. Its a multi user
application (you need to use a

free account) so you can
access several instruments,

each with its own visual
interface, with a library of
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samples, almost a score in
itself. Studio One is another
example of a DAW. You can

record live or in the studio and
use a hundred thousand of

instruments. It has unlimited
virtual instruments, loops,

sounds, up to 64 tracks, MIDI
sequencing, automation,

effects and time stretching. Its
flexible and does a lot of stuff,

but its all based on a single
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frame, so you cant edit, for
example, the pitch of a sample
in the music frame and use it
in the MIDI frame. Its also not
really geared towards music

creation. There are no sample
banks, so you have to create

your own. 5ec8ef588b
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